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Exposure analysis:  a complex matrix
Successful negotiation Acceptable deal Cliff edgeMitigated No deal 

Tax and 
tariffs

Disruption

Market 
access/
legal

People

IT

Low or no tariffs Revert to WTO rules

Transition to low-friction customs processes

Dover congested
Interim agreement on air 

travel prevents worst 
disruption

Extensive delays at land and 
maritime borders. 

Unpredictable effects

Will diverge over time.  Some 
surprises will lead to real-

time repairs

Steady state preserved but 
will diverge over time

Best case: services included 
in ambitious free trade deal

Low impact on goods trade 
Divergence impairs access 

for those services not in FTA

Existing EU nationals have lifetime rights. 
Future EU and non-EU migration more challenging

Minimal changes

Restricted migration
UK less attractive to talent

Significant disruption. Likely 
industry capacity challenge

Short window to prepare for 
changes

Changes with transition 
period to implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[note that this table is not comprehensive – it is illustrative.  It is designed to be user-configured to the sector or functional audience. Seek input from appropriate Super Brexperts such as Punam Birly, Tim Sarson, Bob Jones to make sure up to date]If you haven’t already, consider exposure.  And not just your business but also those upstream, downstream and competing with you.  Anticipate their moves.  Get ahead.  Which business would you rather be when your customer asks you to satisfy them that you have a Brexit-resilient plan.  Shuffling, looking at your shoes while your customer says “What do you mean you haven’t thought about X?  Or Y?”Is it not better to be able to say “here’s OUR Brexit plan.  Awarding US the contract is lower risk than to others.  OUR supply chain is secure/not exposed/we’ve invested in….”
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Sectors: Impact vs Progress
IM

PA
C

T

PROGRESS

Ready…

Not ready…
Food

Automotive

Aerospace

Pharma

Banking

Industrial 
products

Tech

Hospitality & 
Leisure

Chemicals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each risk should be triaged according to the severity of the risk and the proposed treatment.  Give an example of each:No regrets – [described in previous slide] AEO status – its not a guarantee of no queue but it is more like the express lane through airport security.  It is tricky and advice is useful but it is not a dramatic cost to achieve for most businessesTactical – Buying warehouse space – it might make commercial sense to take out some options now to provide a potential competitive advantage if risks increases and demand goes up.Irreversible– Strategic redesign of supply chain – switch to more expensive domestic or rest of world suppliers.  Move headquarters to EU to maintain access to markets.  Run Risk – Few companies are underwriting all staff’s right to remain.  That is typically an onerous risk.  Instead companies are reassuring and informing rather than investing in sponsoring visas
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Chemicals Sector:  Insights and practical experience
Areas of focus

Customs duties –
impact assessments

Supply chain

Procurement  - Are 
your suppliers / clients 
prepared?

Challenges

Infrastructure:  difficult 
and expensive to 
relocate 

Weighing up the 
options:  Act now or 
wait and see? 

Opportunities

Brexit as a catalyst for 
much needed change 
in the sector

“No regrets” planning 

Practical actions

- Adjust inventory 
levels

- Logistics stress 
test

- Reorganise 
personnel

- Restructure supply 
chain

- Assess pricing
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KPMG Brexit Navigator



Thank you!

Tim Sarson
KPMG UK Brexit lead for Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals 

+44 20 7694 4831
Tim.Sarson@KPMG.co.uk
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